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17.1. Recurrence Relations

The core of the dynamic programming algorithm for RNA secondary structure prediction lies in the re-
currence relations used to fill the arrays introduced in Section 16.5. This section develops the recurrence
relations for

�
, � , ����� , and ��� , which are interdependent.

17.1.1. �	��
�
��������� ���������� ��������� ���"!$#%�'&(�����)+*-,/.10 � � �324&��5�768� �329!:#%�+�+�'& for

�<;=�
The terms in the second equation correspond to choosing the structure for bases > ) & >%? &A@A@A@B& > 0 having

the lesser free energy of two possible structures:C The base > 0 does not pair with any other base and is therefore an external base (see Figure 16.1). The
recurrence for

� �����
makes the implicit assumption that the external bases do not contribute to the

overall free energy of the structure. In this case the total energy is therefore
�����D!$#%�

.C The base > 0 pairs with some other base > , in > ) & >%? &A@A@A@B& > 0AE�) , where
2

is chosen to minimize the
resulting free energy. That energy is the sum of the energy � �32F&���� of the compound structure closed
by
2HGF�

, plus the energy
���32I!$#%�

of the remainder > ) & >%? &A@A@A@J& > ,/E�) .
17.1.2. KL�'M�NJ
�

� �32F&����(�8O 6QPR& for
2(ST��U���V�XWAY"�32F&����'&4WJZ9�324&����96 � �32V6R#�&��D!:#%�'& �V��� �324&����'& �V� �324&����+�'& for
2([T�

The terms in the second equation correspond to choosing the minimum free energy structure among the
following possible solutions:C 29G4� is the exterior pair in a hairpin loop, whose free energy is therefore given by

WAYD�324&����
.
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C 2 GX� is the exterior pair of stacked pair. In this case the free energy is the energy
WJZ��324&����

of the stacked
pair, plus the energy � �32 6L#�&��Q! #%� of the compound structure closed by

�32 6L#%�7G ���Q! #%�
. We know

in this case that
�32V6 #%�IG����D!:#%�

forms a base pair because
2HGF�

is the exterior pair of a stacked pair.C 2�G+� is the exterior pair of a bulge or internal loop, whose free energy is therefore given by �V��� �32F&���� .C 29G4� is the exterior pair of a multibranched loop, whose free energy is therefore given by ��� �324&���� .
17.1.3. K ��� �'M�NJ
 �

����� �324&������ �����
����� �	���
�� � 
� � 
��

�XW����324&���&+2�� &���� �H6 � �32��3&���� �+�
In this case,

2IG'�
is the exterior pair of a bulge or interior loop, and we must search all possible interior

pairs
2 � G � �

for the pair that results in the minimum free energy. For each such interior pair, the resulting free
energy is sum of the energy

W����324&�� &+2 � &�� � �
of the bulge or internal loop, plus the energy � �32 � &�� � � of the com-

pound structure closed by
2 � G4� �

. It is easy to see that this search for the best interior pair is computationally
intensive, simply because of the number of possibilities that must be considered. We will see later how to
speed up this calculation, which is the new contribution of Lyngsø et al. [1].

17.1.4. K�� �'M�NJ
 �
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� � ����� ����� ����� ����� � � � � � � � � ���
�����
�����
�����
����
 � � � 
�� � 
� � 
����! �
�XW" �324&���&+2 ) &�� ) &+2 ? &�� ? &A@A@A@B&+2	#1&��$# �76 #

%
&(' ) � �32 & &�� & �+�

In the same way that the recurrence for �V��� requires a search for the best structure among all the
possible interior pairs, the calculation for �V� is even more intensive, requiring a search for ) interior pairs2 & G�� & , each of which closes its own branch out of the multibranched loop and contributes free energy� �32 & &�� & � . A direct implementation of the calculation shown for �V� is infeasibly slow. Section 17.3 will
discuss simplifying assumptions about multibranched loops that allow us to speed this up substantially.

17.2. Order of Computation

The interdependence of these recurrences requires a careful ordering of the calculations to ensure that we
only rely on array entries whose values have already been determined. Specifically, the entries are computed
in order from interior pairs to exterior pairs. This corresponds to filling the arrays � , �V��� , and ��� in order
of increasing values of

�D! 2
. An inspection of the recurrences in Sections 17.1.2 – 17.1.4 reveals that this

order will always guarantee that the needed array entries have been computed.

Within the calculations involving a given value
� ! 2

, we compute �V��� �324&���� and ��� �324&���� before� �324&���� , in order to accommodate the recurrence in Section 17.1.2. Note that the calculations for the three
tables are interleaved: we calculate the entry in each table for a given pair

24&��
before advancing to the next

pair.

Because none of these entries depend on the values of entries in
�

, the computation of
�

can be
deferred until the other three tables have been completed.
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17.3. Speeding Up the Multibranched Computation

As mentioned in Section 16.4, the actual free energy values of multibranched loops are not yet well under-
stood. Given this state, the approximation we will describe is driven more by a desire to reduce the running
time of the dynamic program than to produce a very accurate physical model of the loop.

For this approximation, we assume that the free energy of a multibranched loop is given by an affine
linear function of the number ) of branches and the size of the loop (measured as the number of unpaired
bases):

W" �324&�� &+2 ) &�� ) &A@A@A@B&+2 #�&��(#�� � � 6�� ) 6�� �+�32 ) !T29!$#%�H6 ��� ! �$# ! #%�H6 # E�)%
&(' ) �32 &�� ) ! � & !$#%�+�'&

where � ,
�
, and

�
are constants. (Lyngsø et al. [1] suggest that it would be more accurate to approximate the

free energy as a logarithmic function of the loop size.)

Assuming this linear approximation, we can devise a much more efficient dynamic programming so-
lution for computing �V� than the one given in Section 17.1.4. This solution requires an additional array� � , where

� � �324&��5� gives the free energy of an optimal structure for > , &A@A@A@J& > 0 , assuming that > , and > 0
are on a multibranched loop.

� � is defined by the following recurrence relation:

� � �324&+2���� �� � �324&������ �����V� � �324&��5�76��J& �����,/. & *10 ��� � �324&��U!$#%�H6 � � �	��&����+�+�'& for
2�[T�

The terms in the second equation correspond to the following possible solutions:C 29G4� forms a base pair and therefore defines one of the ) branches, whose free energy is � �324&���� .C > , and > 0 are not paired with each other, so the free energy is given by the minimum partition of the
sequence into two contiguous subsequences.

Calculating �V� then reduces to partitioning the loop into at least two pieces with the minimum total
free energy:


�� �324&��5�(� �����, � )+. & *10BE�) ��� � �32�6R#�&��U!$#%�H68� � �	�V&��D!$#%�H6 � �
17.4. Running Time

The running time to fill in each of the complete tables (assuming the values on which it depends have already
been computed and stored in their tables, and that we are using the multibranched approximation of Section
17.3) is determined as follows:C � :  ��� ? � . Each of

�
entries requires the computation of the min of  ���9� terms.C � :  ��� ? � . Each of  ��� ? � entries requires the computation of the min of 4 terms.
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C �V��� :  ��� � � . Each of  ��� ? � entries requires the computation of the min of  ��� ? � terms.C � � :  �����B� . Each of  ��� ? � entries requires the computation of the min of  ���9� terms.C �V� :  ��� � � . Each of  ��� ? � entries requires the computation of the min of  ���9� terms.

With the speedup of the multibranched loop computation described in Section 17.3, the new bottleneck
has become the  ��� � � time computation of the free energy of bulges and internal loops. We will see next
how to eliminate this bottleneck.
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